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For sports news, turn to Page 5
This newssheet has long

campaigned for the freedom of
hares to set trails as long and as
convoluted as they wished and it
is in the exercise of such liberty
that this week’s hare, Belcher,
laid a run of marathon
proportions extending through
the outskirts of Sodding
Chipstead, Inner
Woodmansterne, Lower Banstead
+ forest and Outer Kingswood.

Unfortunately, runs of such
proportions are likely to be a
thing of the past unless this
Committee takes action to
subsidise the cost of flour. Whilst
Committee members may set runs
with flour purchased on their
expense accounts, pensioners are
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finding it increasingly difficult to
pay for the flour necessary to set
even a modest circuit. The GM
must be reminded that this
Committee, having assumed
office, is elected democratically
by popular vote and that another
vote is due soon.

Events on this run have
highlighted important Health and
Safety issues. It is evident that
horses need protection from
Brindle. In this instance three
horses were able to team together
and divert the Brindle group to an
alternative route. However, the H
& S Executive must be made
aware of such incidents and take
measures to prevent recurrences.
In another, unrelated incident,
Chunderous became entrapped in

a gate and required assistance to
effect an escape. Although it is
commendable that members of
SH3 so selflessly went to her aid
it must be remembered that by
doing so they placed themselves
at risk. The proper course of
action is, of course, to contact
local services as soon as they get
back to work on Monday or
Tuesday.

Exercising their full rights to do
as they will and go where they
will, covering as much or as little
of the trail as they see fit, hashers
started drifting back to the
assembly point from about 12.45
onwards in dribs and drabs, a
clear indication that they had
enjoyed the trail, otherwise why
would they have stayed out so
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Date 24-Feb-08

Hare Belcher

Venue Chipstead

On On The Woodman

It is axiomatic to British
democracy that the people have a
right to know.  It is, by the same
token, an inalienable right of the
Surrey hashers to know, and it is
the duty of this newssheet to
present the facts in an impartial
and unprejudiced manner without
fear or favour. It is for this reason
that your correspondent found
himself on the reaches of the
Surrey / Berkshire border to cover
the events of the gathering there
on Sunday, to give you an account
of those events and to tell you
what you should think of those
events.

Your favourite pin up, Short n’
has agreed to strut her stuff on
Page 4

long. Mini–Belcher, Burp,
sensibly stayed away altogether
while Mrs Belcher was never seen
again. The GM, (who,
incidentally, had come in from a
very dubious direction), growing
impatient, called the circle after
about half the pack was back.

It was at this point in the
proceedings that the most serious
infringement of human rights
occurred. We have long fought
against the practice of beer
bucketing which most civilised
nations have banned and
Amnesty International consider
to be a form of torture. It is
evident that people are still being
subjected to extraordinary
rendition through Surrey
territory, one at least from as far

away as Oxford and despite his
past crimes as a GM, we must
question the moral correctness
of giving Shagger a bucketing.
Amnesty have reported that up
to six others were subjected to
this indignity, including J
Arthur for getting bitten by a
dog, Red Eye for running too
far, Puffer for panting, Swish
for not calling and Glowworm
for not hearing him. However
threatening to the security of
this hash these actions may be,
are we morally and ethically
justified in treating these people
to this indignity?

The occupants of a touring
police car chose to ignore their

(Continued on page 2)
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1717 09-Mar Ancient Mariner &
Hare Eater birthday run

Alton/Bentley

1718 16-Mar Tosser (bribed - 1 beer
owing!) - confirmed

Greyswood

1719 23-Mar Mother Brown &
Shergar

1720 30-Mar Hare needed!!

1721 06-Apr Short An - Curly
Memorial Run

West Humble

Run 1716

Date 02-Mar-08

Hare Dissa

Venue Gomshall

On On Compasses

PCode GU5 9LA  (pub)

SSA/OS   new pg 133 D4

Scribe Velcro - would you
please?

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

Take A25 from Dorking towards Guildford. In Gomshall go
underneath railway bridge and take immediate right into
Gomshall Railway Yard - Park with your normal precision.

SH3 AGM 2008
April 20, 2008   (an official SH3 Sunday run)  Kingswood Vil-
lage Club.   Food!  Beer!  New Mis-Management!

SH3 Family Picnic Run June 29, 2008  Hare: T-Total

Belgian Nash Hash 2008 30 May-1 June, Mons Belgium

www.e-tron.be/bmph3/bnh2k8.htm

July 4 Independence Day Hash BBQ July 6 at Bugle and
Schwanz’ garden!

predicament.
On completion of all procedures, sometime around 1.20pm, with

hashers still struggling back and others still out, the hare directed us to
a pub in Darkest Woodmansterne where the beer was appropriately
cheap and pensioners were able to treat themselves to the luxury of a
half pint.       On On, —— Tosser

(Continued from page 1) Leap Year H3 Run #6
Date :        Friday 29th of February 2008

Time:        8:00pm sharp

Where:      Underneath Big Ben

On-Inn:     The Wellington 81 Waterloo Rd, SE1 8UD

Leave your kit at the Wellington pub and make your way to Big
Ben.  Allow 15 minutes for this. The run will start promptly at 8
(on the bong) and will end back at the Wellington.   No fee, pub is
pay as you go. The pub does food.  I hope there will be some T-
shirts for the run—Chunderos

Extra:  Saturday, March 1 is the Currently Unnamed North
Thames 200th ‘run’ (i.e.; pub crawl) and there will be an all day
crawl-- likely to be around 12 pubs. Contact:

 Prince   pridhamc@misys.com     Mobile: 07771 596 155

———————————————————————-
Bike Hash May 5, 2008 Saturday.  Special trail laid by FRB near
Crowthorne.   Surrey Hashers welcome.


